
 



 

Talented and enthusiastic children have the power to illuminate the 

world with their boundless energy and creativity. The success of our 

"Stage the Song" Contest reaffirmed the remarkable talents and artistic 

skills presented by the students of the Big Apple Academy. Through 

our teachers' efforts and hard work, these talents were unveiled, fos-

tering an atmosphere of genuine celebration.  

 

To our dear students, the spotlight is on you—you are the genuine 

stars. Your talents and skills not only shine now but will undoubtedly 

guide you towards success in the future. 

 

 



 

Thank you for the humoristic view on education! 

 It's evident that learning isn't always a smooth ride!  

Mrs. Gaziiantc, you are the best!  



 

WOW! Thank you for bringing back memories of 

our childhood. It was a world filled with the circus—

amazing costumes, vibrant colors, captivating music, 

and an air of mystery! You Rock, Mrs. Osipchuk!  



Thank you for your amazing performance and 

enthusiasm! Mrs. Larisa, you're laying the 

groundwork for the success of your students!  



 

You truly owned the realm of fairy tales!  

Your singing and acting were so remarkable that 

you could rightfully be crowned the rulers of all 

fairy tales! Congratulations, Mrs. Pluitinskaya!  



 Thanks for the unique atmosphere of France! 

Your poetic performance and acting were truly 

unique!!!  

Michel Legrand would be proud of you!  

Bravo, Mrs. Kovalchuk!  



Thanks for getting all of us in the world of the future 

that will be bright and successful! Your performance 

was as an example of hard work and determination! 

Thank You Mrs. Rytov! 



Your Super Thriller had the audience both scared and 

excited! We still feel goosebumps from the excitement. 

Thank you for infusing us with incredible energy and 

showcasing your talents! It's no surprise the entire school 

voted for you! You are the Best , Mrs. Rakouskaya ! 



Incredible! Your performance was akin to fireworks, 

igniting happiness, hope, and excitement! Thank 

you for preserving the essence of Russian folklore! 

Bravo, Mrs. Katayeva!   



Thanks for a million of red roses that you presented 

to teachers and students!  

Great idea, Mrs. Korniienko! 



Your performance lit up the entire school! Thank you, 

buzzy bees and a cool apiarist for bringing humor into 

our lives! Mr. Arthur, You Rock!  



You shone like stars today! We still hear your wonderful 

voices. Thanks for bringing the true spirit of the holiday to 

the stage! Thank You, Mrs. Solovieva ! 



  Your emotional appeal was so deep and sincere! Your performance 

touched all our hearts.  

It's a pleasure to see your class on stage! Thank You, Mrs. German!  



Thanks for sharing your kindness and thoughtfulness 

with us. Your performance was a true gift for the 

 holidays ! Thank You, Mrs. Bokoeva!  


